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FOREWORD
This module is one of a series of 100 performance-based
teacher, education (PBTE) learning packages focusing upon
specific professional competencies of vocational teachers The
yompetencies upon which Wese modules are based were den
tined and verified through rbsearch as being important to Suc
cessful vocational teai:hing at both the secondary and post
secondary levels of instruction The modules are suitable for
the preparation of teachers in alipccupational areas
Each module provides learning experiences that integrate
theory and application, each culminates .with criterion refer-
enced assessment of the teacher's performance of the spec-
ified competency The materials are designed for use by indi-
vidual or groups of teachers in training working under the
direction and with the assistance of teacher educators acting as
resource persons Resourcf persons should be skilled in the
teacher competency being developed and should be thor
ougttly oriented to PBTE concepts and procedures in using
these materials

The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility for
planning and conducting performance-based preservice and
inservice teacher preparatibn programs to meet a wide variety
of individual needs and interests The materials are intended for
use by universities and colleges, state departments of educa-
tion, post-secondary institutions, local education agencies, and
others responsible for the professional development of voca-
tional teachers Further information about the use of the mod-
ules in teacher education programs is contained in three re-
lated documents Student Guide to Using Performance-Based
Teacher Education Materials, Resource Person Guide to
Using Performance-Based Teacher Education Materials and
Guide to Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher
Education.

The PBTE curriculum packages are products of a sustained
research and development effort by The Center s Program for
Professional Development for Vocational Education Many in-
dividuals, inttitutions, and agencies participated with The Cen-
ter and have mad, contributions to the systematic develop-
ment, testing, revision, and refinement of these vbry significant
training mafgrials Over 40 teacher-educators provided input in
development of initial versions of the modules, over 2,000
teachers and 300 resource persons in 20 universities, colleges,
and post-secondary institutions used the materials and pro-
vided feedback to The Center for revision and refinement

Special recognition for major individyal roles in the direction,
development, coordination of testing, revision and refinement
of these materials is extended to the following program staff
James B Hamilton, Program Director, Robert E Norton, As-

soLate Program Director, Glen E Fardig, Specialist, Lois Har-
rington, Program Assistant, and Karen Quinn, Program Assis-
tant Recognition is also extended to Knsty Ross, Technical
Assistant, Joan Jones, Technical Assistant, and Jean VVisen-
baugh, Artist for their contributions to the)inal refinement of
the materials Contributions made by former program staff to-
ward developmental versions of these materials are also ac-
knowledged Calvin J Cotrell directed the vocational teacher
competency research studies upon which these modules are
based and also directed the curriculum development effort
from 1971-1972 Curtis R Finch provided leadership for the
program from 1972-1974

Appreciatior; is also extended to all those outside The Center
(consultants, field site coordinators, teacher educators,
teachers, and others)who contributed so generously in various
phases of the total effort Early versions of the materials were
developed by The Center in cooperation withlhe vocational
teacher education faculties at Oregon State University and at
ttielJniversity of Missouri-Columbia Preliminary testing of the
materials was conducted at Oregon State' University, Temple
University, and University of Missouri-Columbia

Following preliminary testing, major revision of all materials
was performed by Center Staff with the assistance of numerous
consultants and visiting scholars from throughout the country

Advanced testing of the materials was carried out with assis-
tance of the vocational teacher educators and students of Cen-
tral Washington State College, Colorado State University, Ferris
State College, Michigan, Florida State University, Holland Col-
lege PE I , Canada. Oklahoma State University, Rutgers Uni-
versity, State University College at Buffalo, Temple University,
University of Arizona, University of Michigan-Flint, University of
Minnesota-Twin Cities, University of Nebrajka-Lincoln, Univer-
sity of Northern Colorado, University of Pittsburgh, University
of Tennessee, University of Vermont, and Utah State University

The Center is grateful to the National Institute of Education for
sponsorship of this PBTE curriculum deVelopment effort from
1972 through its completion Appreciation is extended to the
Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education of the U S Office
of Education for their sponsorship of training and advanced
testing of the materials at 10 sites under provisions of EPDA
Part F, Section 553 Recognition of funding support of the
advanced testing effort is also extended to Ferris State College,
Holland College, Temp University, and the University of
Michigan-Flint

Robert E Taylor
Executive Director
The Center for Vocational Education

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL. EDUCATION
TN* Sre ,60 /My,/ A., .11

Th Center for Vocational Education s mission is to
lhcre e the ability of diverse agencies institutions, and
orgy izations to solve educational problems relating to
individual career planning, preparation, and progression
The Center fulfills its mission by

Generating knowledge through research
Developing educational programs and products
Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes
Installing educational programs and products
Operating information systems and services
Conducting leadership development and training
prqgrams

AA
VIM

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR VOCATIONAL

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
Engineering Cent

University of G
Athens, Georgia 30602

The American Ass000tion for Vocational Instructional
Materials (AAVIM) is an interstate organization of univer-
sities, colleges and divisions of vocational education de-
voted to the improvement of teaching through better in-
formation and teaching aids
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INTRODUCTION
As a vocational teacher, you need a knowledge

and understanding of your, students' personal
characteristics; abilities, interests, needs, aca-
demic achievements, and backgrounds. This
awareness is essential if you are to help them in
their vocational and educational planning and
provide them with the learning experiences
necessary to prepare them for their vocational
choice and preparation.

While your own daily interaction with a student
is your primary source of information, there are
data-gathering techniques and sources you
should use to confirm and supplement this infor-
mation. In order to understand and respond to
each Student's special needs, you should be able
to use the following (1) cumulative records (of-
ficial school'records concerning each student in
permanent, cumulative fokn), (2) anecdotal rec-
ords (logs documenting significant examples of
the positive and negative aspects of a student s
behavior), (3) sociograms (diagrams of relation-
ships among students), (4) student autobiog-

raphies (students accounts of their own lives), and
(5) standardized tests

This module is designed to help you develop
competency in gathering information about your
student through the use of these data-collection
techniques
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ABOUT THIS MODULE
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Enabling Objectives:
1. After completing the required readirig, demonstrate

knowledge of the types and uses Of student data-
collection sources and techniques (Learning Expert-

' ence I),
2. Given sample data collected 61110,a` hypothetical stu-

dent, critique the form and content of the data
samples (Learning Experience,11).

Resources
q list of the outside resources which supplement those
contained within the module follows Check with your
resource person (1)-to determine the availability and the
location of these resources, (2) to locate additional ref-

J.
4

erences in your occupational specialty, and (3) to get
assistance in setting up,activitres with peers or observa-
tions of skilled teachers, if necessary Your resource
person may also be contacted if you have any difficulty
with directipns, or in assessing your progress at any
time

Learning Experience I
Optio nal

A person with extpertise in data collection and in-
terpretatiOn with whom you can consult

Learning Experience II
No outside resources

°Learning Experience III
Required

An actual school situation in which you can gather
student data using format data-collection tech-
niques
A resource person to access your cpmpetency in
gathering student data using formal data-collection
techniques

cr

This frioduld covers performance element numbers,202-208. 212, 222,
223, 228. 229 from Calvin J Cotrell et al , Model Curricula for Vocational
and Technical EdUcation Report NO V (Columbus, OH The Center for
Vocational Education, The Ohio State University, 1972) The 384 elements
in this document formihe research base for-all The Center's PBTE
module development

For Information about the general organization of each module, general
procedures for their use, and terminology which is comenon to all 100"
modules, 'see About Using The Centes PBTE Modules on the inside
back cover



Learning Experience I
'OVERVIEW

1, .

After- completillg the required, ieading, 'derribristrete knowledge of the
';,tpes-incl-ifses of student data-collebtfon sources and techniques,

V.
z

You wilt-fle. reading the -information .sheet, St-Went Data-Collebtion
-4; Sourdek4nd Techniques, pp.

I . - , : ,

,1 , ,,:-,,,,,, - ,7 :

:lob may wish to meet with d'persOn with etkpertise kidaticcollection rid
interpretation to discusssomet of the more commonly used data-collection
sources and techniques.,

You will be demonstrating knowledge of thernore commonly used student
data-collection-sources arid techniques by completing the Sea-Check, pp.

s
s

-you will be eveituating your competency by comparing your completed
'Sqlf-Check witObe Model'Answers, pp. 21-22.

9
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Activity
For information regarding the types and uses of selected student data-
copection sources and techniques, read the following information sheet:

STUDENT DATA-COLLECTION SOURCES
TECHNIQUES

Teachers' and counselors need as much infor-
mation as possible about students. They need this
information to do an effective job 'in helping stu-
dents with their personal and academic develop-
ment, and with their occupational and educational
planning.

As a vocational teacher, you should attempt to
have a' good general. understanding of each stu-
dent: home background, progress in school to
date, academic andspecial abilities, out-of-school
activities, interests and motivations, aspirations,
self-concept, acceptance or recognition by others,
and other . significant factors. Additionally, you
must be able to recognize when it would be appro-
priate to study a particular student in more depth.
This may be necessary in order to resolve a learn-
ing problem, help a student handle a personal
problem, or help a student move ahead in his/her
educational and vocational planning. Since get-
ting to know students in some depth can be a
complex and time-consuming task, yo4 need to be
familiar with, and learn how to use, the ore.c on2,-
mon data-collection techniques..

6

A

In this information sheetsix frequently used
data-gathering techniques are identified. While
each technique has its own specific, objective, thii
infOrmation supplied may overlap with that sup-
plied by another source. Sugh. overlapping has
value_as it serves to ,confirm both subjective and
objective information about an individual- or a
group of students.

Any student data gathered by the use of for*al
data-gathering techniques should be used only in
a professional manner. Confidentiality of data
should -be respected and information should be
released only to appropriate personnel according
to school policy and government regulations. Re-
cent 1pgislation, H.R. 69, place's further restrictions
on the collection and use of-student records. H.R.
69, the Feder Family Educational Rights and Pri-
vacy Act of 194 (P,.L. 93-380), provides for access
by parents to pertnanent school records acrd an
opportunity to challenge any contents whiCh may
be inaccurate, Misleading, or inappropriate. This
pertaii, to all material in the cumulative record
folder (psychological tests, anecdotal records,
family background information, teachers' com-
ments, grades, achievement and aptitude test
scores, health data, and attendance data). Addi-
tional legislation requires that each school district
establish a procedure for granting parental access
to a student's recordS. Since parents have access
to theirbhUd's records

Since
the right to challenge

the contents of these records, yo6 should be aware,
of all relevant policies for any district in which you
are working..

7
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Th&umulative Record

Cowie lore\ teachers, and adminiCtrative per-
sopnel muCt hXve access to ark accumulatiob of
facts Concerning personal characteristics, abili-
ties, interests, academic achievements, needs, and
backgrounds of their students. A cumulative rec-
ord involves the compilation and maintenance of
such a personal caCe.history in permanent, cu-
-mulative form. An adequate cumulative record
,should contain factual, comprehensive, acci.jrate
information that is free-of personal bias or irrele-
vant itenis.

"Proballly the most widely used cumulative reC-
ord f m is a folder which permits data to be en-
tered o all four surfaces and into which additional
I obse ite cante placed. The folder can be easily
updated t lude additions Nth as health re-
ports .,from a doctor or school nurse, corre-
spondence with parent's, anecdotal records, and
information'from employers concerning work ex-

.
periences.

The accumulation of stadent data begins at the
idndergarten or first grade level, depending upon
the schdol system. It continues until the educa-
tional process is terminated at the secondary level
when the student graduates or drops out of
school.

inrctost school systems,lheschool at each level
(elementary, junior high or middle school, and
senior high) keeps its own set of cumUlative rec-
ordS. These .records remain in the school. Hqw-
ever, once a student has graduated- or dropped
out, they may be transferred to nricrofinn and kept
in the school Wstem's administrative offices, fre-
quently in a fireproof vault.

In some school systerfis as a student progresses
to the next higher lever of schooling, pertinent
information is copied from that student's cumula-
live record and transferred to the rtgxt school the
studen,t will attend. There' is an increasing trend
toward placing all pertinent data on one record

b

card which travels with the student from one terl
to the next.

7

Specific types of informs ion usually inclUded in
a cumulative record are av follows.

identifying data (name, address, other mem-
berg of the family, etc.)
attenTance reCords
home conditions`
economic factors affecting the student
health record

aCademic record
in?ormatfron Concerning hobbies and* other
out-of-cltss activities

ts character and persotelity traits and develop-
ment
records of standardized test results and other
test information
records of any events of special significance
whiCh might affect a student's development ,
special interests and achievements both in
and out of school
educatival plans and concerns
vocational interests and concerns
work experience
future aspirations
special needs or problenis
most current photograph of student

. 3

6
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The Student Autobiography

The autobiography is a student's account of
his /tier own lifeYou oan use this to.,gain insight_
into a student's life as he/she perceives it to be. Ac
autobiography may be structured or unstructured
depending,upon the directions given to.the stu-
dent by you or,a counselor. In the structured au-

. .

tobiography, detailed directionsWe given request-
ing specific factual information which will provide
a systematic, detailed account of a student's life'

The basic elements which might be included in
the directions for a structured autobiography
,are

background an early history
physical characteristics and health record
school experiences inclu-ding academic

'`achievement
'interests, hobbies, friendships, travel, and lei-
sure time activities,

" work expshence
educational and career plans
concerns related to educational and career

/plans
family influences .

other aspirations affecting future lifestyle

. ,

lack ofdirection may be given to encourage stu-
dents to write about what they judge to be the most
,interesting and important facts about them-
selvesaccounts of their ambitions, interests,
achievements, or specific incidents that they recalls
vividly. However, there is no guarantee that this will
happen. With an unstructured autobiography, it is
far more difficult to extract the dues that reveal
what a student considers, either consciously or
unconsciously, to be the truly important aspects of
his/her life arid personality.

Nevertheless, there are occasions when an un-
structured autobiography `may be a logical ap-
pr.oach .to determining student concerns, prob-
lems, or feelings. For example, autobiographies
written on a topic such as "Things that Bug Me," or

wish- -- --- -," or "Teh Year From Now VII
Be - - - - -" may reveal an inadequate selt-concept,
interpersonal problems, unexpected goals, or
'other untapped feelings which are not as likely'to
shoW up in a structured autobiography.

These categories of information need to be
clearly explained when they are given to students
asiguidelines. What you expect students to include
within each category will vary depending on the
objective you have in riiind. You also need to pro-,
ide an opportunity -for questions and discussion \
hen making the assignment. In addition:you

n d to set a relatively early deadline for its corn-
ple 'on.

In e unstructured autobiography, minimal di-
rectio are given to students. Students may be
told si ply, "Write a story about your life." This

8

Advantages and,Limitations
The advantages of using the autobiography to

gather information aboutstudents are as follows.

, Securing information through an autobiog-
raphy may require less staff time and effort
than other means-of data gathering.

- Students, in organizing info'rmation about
themselves, have an opportunity to gain valU-
able insight and self-understanding which will
help them in theii. educational.and occupa-
tipnal planning. ,

Autobiographical informatiOn can be com-
pared with information from other sources,
such as the cumulative,recprd, test scores,
and anecdotal records. , 4

. The autobiography may contain valuable
clues ta the student's chafacter and personal-
ity, By better_understanding the Student's
likes, dislikes, ambitions, concerns, and inter-
ests; the teacher or counselor has a better
insight into the causes of problems and can
work more effectively to help the student find
solutions. 7

Autobiographies may be filed in the students'
cumulative' record folders to, provide the
teacher or counselor with a record of their
plans and aspirations. .

A student's age,.academic ability, or back..;*
ground may makelt,,'difficult far him/her to
compose ariautobiPtiraphy. This fact, in itself,
can provide the teacher or counselor with par-
tinent infOrnietion.

fl

9
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\ t
' Cluesand inferences about possible feelings

of inferiorit/ or rejection, unrealistic goals and
plans, or the failure to recognize appropriate
Career and educatidnal Options, may be de-
tected in an autobiography.

There are two major limitastions to using the au-
tobiography as a source of student,data. Thay, are
'as follows: .

,

Anecdotal Records

Persons untrained in the areas of gyidance
and counseling may reach incorrect concly-
'mons 'based upon misleading or inaccurate
Information given in the autobiography or
based upon their faulty interpretations of the
information. . .

For a variety of reasons, students,may refrain
from including ,pertinent information or may'
distort facts.

*A^

Anecdotal records are arneanS of keeping a log
of incidents involving a particular student. They
should contain concise, informal descriptions of
significant examples of both positive and negattve
aspects of a
student's
behavior. If
the proce-
du re for re:
cording and 4
reporting
anecdotes is
kept simple;
you can
more easily
keep anec-
dotal records
of students
being
studied or in

)A41 1
7.. ,t US*. 1

5 1- ., w r
d c,a.4 41;

need of as-
sistance. It you wish to make an interpretatiOn of

t the behavior- being reported, the interprettion
should be kept separate from the description of
the actulal incident' Anecdotal records can be an
excellent means of student observationcbut t nfor-
tunately, in most schools, too Tew are obtained..

The following are guidelines for preparing
anecdotal records.

The form used should be short.
Only significant behavior should be reported.
Any incident is significarit if it provides insight
into the student's problems or behavior
symptoms. . .

Both positive and negatlie, behavior sho'uld
be Tecorded. .

necdotal records should not be dieloped
only for students at either end of the ademic
spectrum. They should be kept for a period of
time, as needed; on any student who is being
observed or helped by a teacher or counselor.
Importantrtant incidents should be recorded by
the actual observer as "soon as possible after
the incident occurs.

The anecdotal form may include separate.,
space for interpretations or suggestions. It is
important to keep the description of the actual
incident separate from the observer's in-
terpretations so they cannot be confused.
T.he anecdote is of little value 'unless it is used
in conjunction with a variety of additional
sources of information (e.g., anecdotal rec-
ocds kept by ether teachers, test resulti, au-
tobiographical data, etc.). A few anecdotes by
themsefves; espedially if they are recorded by
the same observer, may present a biased
sample of the student's behavior.

Advantages and Limitatiinis
The advantages of using the anecdotal record to

gather information aboutttudents are as follows:
Students can be studied under natural condi-
tions/ and any environmental changes affect-
ing a student can be observed.

' All age levels can be studied. ,
There is no need for specialized equipment.

-The process of writing anecdotal records-af-
fords the teacher an excellent opportunity to.
recognize individual ,differences among stu-
dents.
It is possible to compile a developmental rec-
ord over a period of time based on individual
anecdotes.

'There are four limitations to using anecdotal
records as a source of student data They are as
follows:

Observations transferred to anecdotal rec.-
ords are not valid unless the attitude of the
teacher remains objective.
Too frequently, teacheislimit their anecdotes
to undesirable behavior.
T.he writing of go9d anecdotal records may be
quite time-tonsurtning for busy teachers.
4f the student recognizes or even feels that
he /she is being singled out for observation,
the usefulness of the technique may be de-

9
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stroyed. Therefore, teachers observing stu-
dents and writing anecdotes should be par-

-Standardized Tests

titularly careful not-to reveal this activity to the
student being observed or to other students.

Teachers in most schools today have a variety of
tests and testing services available. Most of the
commonly used tests fall into one of four cate-
gories: general ability tests to measure ability to
learn; achievement tests to measure actual aca-
demic performance; aptitude tests to measure
learning potential; and interest surveys to deter-
mine students' preferences.

In selecting, administering, or interpreting any
test, inventory, or rating scale, youishould carefully
consider

the appropriateness of the instrument in rela-
tion to the information needed and the indi-
viduals to whom it will be administered
the conditions under which it will be ad minis-
tered, including the environment in which the
test is administered, the attitude of the stu-
dents, and the competence of the adminis-
trator
discrepancies between test data obtained and
other evidences of performance
significant changes from prior test data

General Ability Tests
These are frequently called intelligence tests,

scholastic aptitude tests, or mental maturity tests
and are used to' measure an individual's ability to
learn. There are many different intelligent tests.
Some such as the Stanford-Binet, Weschler Intelli-
genbe Scale for Children (WISC) and the Weler
Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) are admiitisteted
individually amt can only be given by a certified
psych6logigt,with permission from the ,student's
parents.

These tests usually give two or more scpres: a
verbal score which is designed to measure gen-
eral information, general comprehension, math,
and similar fields, and a performance score which
is bas-ed.om picture completion, picture arrange-
mertt,blockde;ig n, maze tracing, coding, and ob-
ject assembly. These two scores are averaged to

reach a full scale IQ (Intelligence Quotient) score.
-The :average" or "normal" range of intelligence
differs slightly with the test being given; however,
the "normal" range for IQ scores is generally be-
tween 90 and 110. Ine cumulative record folder,
you will usually find these scores- on a separate
sheet of paper since they hale been administered
by a trained psychologist and camOnly be released
or sent to...another school district With written pa-
rental -permission. . '

There are other intelligence tests which are
notmally given to groups in the school setting by
teachers or counselors. These tests are easy to
administer and rely heavily on reading skills. Some
commonly wed group intelligence tests include
the California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity,
Hemmon-Nelson Test of Mental Ability, Lorge-
Thorndike intelligence Test; and the-Otis Quick-
Scoring Mental Ability Test:

The,"normal" range of IQ scores on group tests
is also 90-110, although this may vary slightly be- A
tween tests. The scores on group intelligence tests
are usually found on the data sheet which is pert of
the cumulative record folder.

If any student to be tested has reading diffiCul-
ties, it is prefeiable to administer an individual test
which involves little or no reading. Or, you may
choose to administer a group test which contains
parts or sub-tests Which do not involve reading.

"
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Achievement Tests
While general ability tests measure how muth a

student can learn in the future if ideal conditions
prevail, the achievement test indicates how much
a student has learned in a specific area. Achieve-
ment tests measure specific skills such as reading
comprehension, word knowledge, spelling, math,
computation, math comprehension, and math
problem solving,

There are two basic types of achievement tests
surveyand diagnostic The survey test is usually
easier to give and to score, It can be particularly
helpful in pointing otilkgroup weaknesses which a
teacher can then seek to correct through instruct
tion. Survey tests indicatea student's general level
of achievement in areas such as reading or math
The best examples of survey tests are the sub-tests
of general achievement tests such as the Met-
ropolitan Achievement Test.

Scores on survey achievement tests are usually
reported in grade-placement scores and,'or per-
centile rank. A percentile rank describes a per

. ! LKE Neva
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son's relative position i'n'a''Particular group A per-
centile rank of 70 (P 70), for example, means that
the person's score is equal to,. or higher than,
scores made by 70 percent of the people in a spe-
cified group. A grade-placement score is expres-
sed as the grade level of thOse students for whom a
given score was average. For example, a grade-
placement score of 8 6 indicates that the'student's
performancia...was equal to the average perfor-
mance of a student in the sixth month,of the eighth
grade.

The diagnostic test is usually longer than the
survey test. It i$ designed to analyze an individuals
strengths and weaknesses in a particular area
(e g., reading) and to suggest causes for these
difficulties. Diagnostic tests usually yield several
score's on various sub-tests. The Stanford Diag-
nostic Arithmetic Test and the Durrell Analysis of

.

-")

Reading Difficulty are two examples of diagnostic
achievement tests-

In general, past performance in an area'is
the best predictor of future performance. Thus,
achievement test resultS, together with past per-
formance'in a subject, should be considered in
educational and vocational planning

Aptitude Tests
Aptitude tests provide a basis for predicting an

individuals ability, with training, to acquire some
knowledge, skill, or set of responses. Aptitude test
scores are usually Wised with intelligence and
achievement test scores to predict an individpals
potential.

One:commonly used aptitude test is the General
Aptitude Test battery (GATB), which is widely used
by the U S. EmptoymentService The GATB is di-
vided into .separate tests that measure general ,
learning ability .(G), verbal ability (V), numerical
aptitude (Na, spatial aptitude (5), form perception
(0), motor coordination (K)., finger dexterity. (F),
and manual dexterity (M) GATB scores are re-
ported in percentile ranks. Other commonly used
aptitude tests include Miller Ana ogres, Differential
Aptitude Testo*(DAT), American College Aptitude
Test, and the SRA Pnma'ry Mental Abilities test

As a vocational teacher, you should encourage
to take advantage of the opportunities for

aptitude testing available in the school or cornmu-
nay Students should have access tq the informa-

APTiTuDE T s-r
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tron provided by these tests when they are involved
intheir educational and vocational planning, and
they should be helped to use the information
wisely.

Interest Surveys' 10.

Standardized interest surveys are designed to
help students identify and understand Their inter-
ests aryj preferences for particular activities From

4
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these preferences, a diagnosis is then made of the
occupation(s) which most closely match their
interests. Some widely used interest surveys in-
clude the Kuder, Ohio VoCational Intereit Survey
(OVIS), and StrOng Vocational Interest Blank'
(SVIB). These tests are administered in groups or
individually and can be adMinistered by a teacher
or counselor. The scores on most interest surveys
ace reported in percentiles.

Students may also identify their interests by in-
formally surveying such things as the school sub-
jects they prefer, thp activities and hobbies they
have chosen, or tlieir reactions to' summer or
part-time work experience. This information, cou-
pled with in
formation
received
from sten-
dardizqd
tests, can
give students
an under-

_ standing of
their inter-
ests. They
will then
need help in
developing
skill in

4explorin g
occupations and making educational plans in light
of both their-interests and their aptitudes. Care
must be taken that they do not confuse interests
and aptitudes.

Other Tests '
A variety of other tests are used in most secon-

dary schools. The college admissions tests,
American College Testing Program Examination
(ACT), and College Entrance Examination Board
Scholastic.Aptitude Tests (SAT), are used for pre-
dicting potential scholastic achievement at the col-
lege level. Many colleges require thatthese tests
be taken for admission purposes.

- I

Some school systems also include personality
adjustment inventories in their testing programs.
Personality adjustment tests are designed to mea-
sure the emotional, motivational, interpersonal,
and attitudinal characteristics of an individual,.
rather than an Individual's abilities or aptitudes.
The results of personality adjustment inventories
such as the Gordon Personal Profile, the Min-
nesota Multiphase Personality Inventory (MMPI);
and problem checklists such as the Mooney Prob-
lem Checklist are commonly used to aid the coun-
seling program.

In most schools, the testing program is planned
,,by a committee made up of teachers and spe-
cialists such' as the school counselor and psy-
chologist. One of tbe.specialists usually oversees
the scheduling, scoring, and interpretation of tests
in the school-wide program. In many schools, ad-
ditiOnal individual or group testing may be re-
quested by individual teachers,for specific bur-
poses. Whether the testing is teacher-initiated or
part of the school -wide program, you can ube the
resulting test data to learn more about the needs,
interests, and abilities of individual students.

If you participatk in the administration of sten:.
dardized tests, you lhould very carefully study the
matte's in order to administer each test properly
and precisely. It also important that you become

171'

skilled in observing students to detect any condi-
tions that might adversely affect test performance
.(e.g., inattentiveness, external distractions, illness,
etc.).

ti



The Sociogram

It is often easier to understand individual be-
havior if st is can be studied within the context
of grow ehavior.t e sociogram provides an im-

0.*
/;,lc,;Y

1;'1;<;,

portant means of gathering this type of Student
data. It is a diagram of information reflecting stu-
dents' choiced of partners, and is used to observe
and record, r.elationships among studentswithin
their peer groups.

You begin .by gathering information from stu-
dents which, when analyzed, will reflect their at-
titudes toward, and understanding Of, their class-
Mates. However, constructing a sociogram must
not be your only purpose, when gathering the in-
formation. Data gathered frow students must be
obtained from a real situation which requires stu-
dents to indicate their relationships with others-in
the class. You do not build a sociogram by directly
asking,student4 their opinions of other students
with qbestions such as "Do you like him/her?"
Rather, you gather this type of information from
the events that occur as part of a normal classroom
situation. Exainples of such normal situations are
those in which there is a need to designate (1)
committees to decorate a bulletin board or to plan
out-of-school functions such as a field trip; (2)
partners for laboratory or project work; or (3)
teams for impromptu intramural sports.

In order to set up a sociog ram using the informa-
tion obtained from one of the situations previously
described, you can take the following approach.
Ask each.stu dent tolaut his/her name on a sheet of
paper andithen write down in order of preference

the names of the students (usually two or three)
with whom he/she would like to work, or whom

_he /she would like to have on his/her team. As soon
as the sheets have been collected, set them aside
and discuss the project for which the information
has been gathered.'Take care to see that students'
preferences are actually considered 'when the
teams,- partners, or committees are, in.fact, cho-
sen.

Later, make a complete tabulation of the data,
intiicating how often each student was chosen and
how many times that student was first, second, or
third choice. (See Sample 1.) As you proceed with
the tabulation, the data will provide answers to
such questions as: Which students chose each
other? HoW many students emerge as "popular"
(chosen most) or well accepted ?'How many stu-
dents appear to be isolated or rejected? Are sex
lines crossed? What appear to be the outstanding
attributes of the students most frequently chosen?
How might selections change if the assigned pur-
pose were changed? Such questions should be
subjected to careful analysis.

From thii data, you can then plot a diagram of
the relationship between and among students.
(See Sample 2.) This will provide you with a means
of identifying degrees of acceptance or-rejection
of. individual students by other members of their
peer group. Students' chojces as depicted by the
sociogram' can then be studied, not only for the
original purpose as explained to the students, but
also for other purposes. For example, yOu may
study the sociog ram. to

,. identify posiible reasons for group and indi-
vidual behavior
plan for class management such as seating
arrangements and areas set aside for inde-
pendent or committee work
identify posSible aggressiveness or with-
drawal on the part of individual students or
the reasons for such behavior
determine the type and extent of participation
which can be expected of individual students
during class activities
determine types of personal and interper-
sonal problems that may exist and their pos-
sible causes.

13 .
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. SAMPLE 1
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-:11fe,Case Study'

I.

A case study is a Collection of data about a stu-
dent wfijdh isdrawn from -many sources. It may be
compiled from such sources as school records;
sclagsroom obiervations; interviews with teachers,
'principal, parents, and the student.psychologic,I
tests;-andsamples of classroom work and interac-
tions.

The case study serves as a means for teachers or
counselors to become better acquainted with a
student. By organizing all data into a single docu-
rnent and then organizing this data, additional in-
formation needs can be determined, problems can
be identified, behavior patterni can be noted, and
conflicting data can be revealed.

The case study should not be confused with the
case history. The latter is usually a compilation of
objective, factual information about a student. The
case historyncludes the physical and psycholog-

4 ical characteristics of the student, and facts about
the student's environmental background and life
history. The case study may. include all or part of
the case history but, in addition, it, includes an
analysis and interpretation of the 'data so that
specific recommendations can be made. This im-
plies finding solutions to identified problems.

Usually, the preparation of a case study grows
out of a recognition by one or staff members'
that a student has a problem and needs help, The
case study may be-initiated by an informal confer-
ence of two or more concerned staff members, or
by an individual teacher or counselor. It is seldom
worthwhile for a staffInewber to develop a case
study alone. Information about the student will
have more depth, scope, and objectivity if it is
gathered'from a variety of persons who are in some
way involved with the student. Depending on the
type of involvement, each person will probably
have different insights into the problem or prob-
lemeconfronting thetudent.

Situations which warrant the development of a
case study might include the identification of (1)a
student .whose vocational plan is unrealistic in
terms olohis/her school record; (2) a student who is
frequently tardy, absent, or truant; or (SI a student
who does not get aloe with peers because of
overagressi eness or e eme shyness. To develop
the case stu , you sh uld take the following
steps.
1. Discuss the situation with the student's coun-

selor and other teachers.
2. Check the student's cumulative record to see if

..41:4,

ks, it contains evidence of similar problems in the
\ past, and to gelt other pertinent information.
3: Arrange for the student's other teachers to Qb-

erve him /,her for'a week or so and keep, anec-
d tal records.

4. Ma e an organized summary of the information'
gath red. This might be the completed case
study, r you could take three further steps.

5. Arrange (or have the counselor arrange) a case
conference. This conference might include, limb
other persons not previously involved (e,g.,
nurse, `Coach, visiting teacher, etc.) to get
further information and ncommendationa
which should be added tOtharStudy and used to
plan how tothelp the stuilent.

6. Develop a sociogram fd+ the class and hive
class members or the individual student) pre-
parean auto bidaphy.

7: Administer (or arrange for someone else to ad-
minister) appropriate tests: ability, achieve- ,
ment, interest, 'aptitude, diagnostic, etc.

A carefully prepared case study can result in
changes in the behavior and attitude of the teacher
as ,as in the student. The teacher is affected
since c nges in the student are more effectively,
brought out if there iaincreased understanding
on the pa of the teacher.

It is most Important that the insights, conclu-
siiOns, and re ommehdations reported 'in- case
study be writt clearly and concisely. It is also
important that eTlefinite distinotion be made be=
tween what are objective facts and 'what are in-
terpretations of those facts. The following recom-
mendations may considered as guidelines
when writing a case tudy.

Be sure that thb m jor portion' of the report
based on objective facts.
Use a format that makes it easy for thosie
studying the report to locate the information

, that has been judged to be the mo'st pertinent.
Be sure that all important items are included.
These may vary depending on the purpose of
the case study.
Avoid using terminology that is too technical
or-difficult to understand.
Do not report unverified information gathered
from secondary,sources as objective fact.
Make certain that the case study itself (or any
notes or data needed while you are in the
process of developing a case study) is kept
secure and confidential.

r-
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I Optional
Activity

%JO

SELF- CHECK

1. What do you see as the primary function served by cumulative records?

ti

If you would like to explore these data-gathering sources andischniques
further, you may wish to arrange through your resource person to meet
with a person with expertise in data 4ollection and interpretation. At this
meeting, you may wish to ask this person to show you examples,of various
tests which are used to obtain data,'explain data interpretation, or suggest
techniques that might be used to gather data about vocatiohal students.

e

The following, items-check your comprehension of the material in the.
information sheet, Student Data-Collection SourOes and Techniques, pp.
6-16. Eadh of the six items requires Short essay-type, response. Please
explain fully, but briefly, and make sure you respond to all parts of each
item.

(
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2. Describe the use of student autobiographies as a guidance tool

0,

.1%

0

4%

l

t v,

t

-3. How can anecdotal records (both those written by you and those vvrittdn by Other teachers) be of help
to you as a vocational teacher'?

e
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4Assume that ycbu have been named as a member of a school testing committee representing all
vocational teachers and that the testing program already includes having general ability tests .4
administered in grades 1, 6, and 8. What additional types of tests woL} d you recommend for all
students at some time during high school? Justify your recommendatio

A

.re

5. Assume you constructed a sociogram based on data received from students in response to the
directions, "Select the three classmates with whom you would most like to work on a committee to
plan a class party What kinds of things might you learn about your students from the resulting
sociogram?

19 C)



6. Identify (a) which of the six data-collection sources co,e.ed in the mocjule should be used with all
students in a class you may be teaching, and (b) which sources you would use only with students
needing special study or assistance

0.

at 4

0
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Compare your written responses on the Self-Check with the Model An-
swersigin below Your responses need not exactly duplicate the model
responses, however, you should have covered the same major points

40.

4

MODEL ANSWERS
1. If the cumulative records are kept up to date

and contain factual, comprehensive informa-
tion about students, then this information can
serve as a valuable resource. It can be used by
the school's professional staff to reacila more
Complete understanding of the students with
whom they work

Because each cumulative record is a compila-
tion of a variety of Bata from a number Of
sources over an extended period of time, re-
viewing the total contents of the file can give
you a fairly accurate overall picture of a student

Caution should be exercised in acting on this
knowledge, however It is possible to force a
student to fit this picture by your treatment of
him/ her, in spite of the fact that the student
would like to change or improve.

2. A student autobiography can help to identi-
fy a student's likes, dislikes, spdcial
self-concept, home background, hopes, and
dreams It may also bring to light unrealistic 5
plans, feelings of inferiority or rejection, critical
home situations, etc

This information can (a) help the teacher or
counselor plan more effectively to meet stu-
dents' career needs, (b) provide teachers and
counselors with a better understanding of a
student's "handicaps" sq that appropriate ex,
penences can be planned for that student,
(c) aid the student in developing self-under-
standing, and (d) provide a basis for discussion
between Student and teacher, or student an4
counselor, during counseling sessions

Keeping an anecdotal record of a student's in-
class performance over time can help you keep
specific incidents in mind that may be impor-
tant in helping (or understanding) a student
Documenting all significant events, positive
and negative, provides you 'yith a more objec-
tive and realistic picture of tie student than if
you rely ohly on memory

The events you remember tend to be the ones
which got an emotional reaction from you (e.g ,

anger,at a student who tore pages out of a text
so he she didn t have to carry the whole book
home) Such emotion-laden recollections'ao
not give a fair picture of the student

These records can be compared with those
kept by other teachers to see if the same prob-
lems arise in other classes or if the behavLor
unique to one class Used with other types of
student data, these records ca suggest tech-
niques or activities to use with 'the student to
eliminate or minimize the problem behavior

4 Vocational interest and aptitude tests sh &rid be
administered to high school students to help
them in their educational and vocational plan-
ning An achievement test which includes a
reading section could also be administered to
identify studentS who have reading problems
and, thus, need some special help

The sociometric data gathered on the basis of
these directions could help you to identify (a)
the students most frequently chosen or most
popular", (b) the stitdents who are least often or
never chosen, (c) if sex lines are crossed in
choosing committee partners for this type of
activity, (d) the students who chose each other,
as we as evidence of cliques or "ril-groups'
within the class structure You could then look
for reasons why these selection pajterns exist,
and plan activities to improve interdersonal so-
cial relationships within the class or to involve
isolated.students as needed

6 The cumulative record, the autobiography, the
sociogram, and some tests (school ability,
achievement, interest, aptitude) can be used
with all students in a class ,

21

Diagnostic tests, case studies, and anecdotal
records should be used with students needing
special st.yLly or help

A
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE. Your completed Self-Check stroujd have covered the same major points as
the model respo-nses. If you missed some points or have questions about any aZditional points you
made, review the material in the information sheet, Student Data-Collection Sources and Techniques,
pp. 6-16, dr check with your resource person if necessary .
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Learning Experience II-
OVERVIEW

'`-You -vifill,be reviewing "Bill Clinton's actor and
-,anatSting its contents and adequacy; usingliarttOt the fleactIO-#ecar, p,

Zou Will be TeviewingI3ill Clintbres.Aut. blob, rAPP,W.
contents and adequacy, Oh' izattll'ofte,Reaotion

-t

You will be reyievving t
and'atialYzirjgth

Reaction @pcord,

0412 Re .-150,141P0
ctri ten e adequacy; akin

:9iin:torvf:
the

, ,,, ,
You will, be reviewing,the Wi

,
Ograytdevel

Bill Clinton and his 9:-,clastrhatee4'
'adequacy, using part4V of 4 a' aidiiiin.

iii*-6.0:00teSfirom
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-Voit10'lli -be: reviewing the Case Study prepared on f.3111 Clinton, "P: 38,
;analyzing its contents, and using, the conkeritstp makb-recommendatioos

orhelplog,E1111, usrng,party of;-:the Reaction Record p. 30.

You will be evaluating yoiti thit data on bill
.ljntost by3COmparirayourconipleted ReactiOn Record with the Model
Reactions*. 39-41,

6
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You will be using the following-Reaction Record throughout the activities
in this learning experience to guide you in analyzing the contents and
adequacy of data gathered an Bill Clinton Reviev, the items inIthis record
before proceeding with the other activities Each item requires a short
essay-type response Please explain fully, but-briefly, and, make sure you
respond to all,parts of each item You may wish to remove the Reaction
Record from the module booklet before starting the activities so that you
won't have to keep flipping back and forth

RE'ACTION RECORD

I:, Cumulative Record

T. What information about Bill is provided in the cumulative record? What do you know about him from
reviewing this record?

2 HOw thorough a picture of Bill Clinton Its provided by the cumulative record? Justify your response

4.

II: Autobiography
tf?

1. Assume that the sample is an autobiography to assist in career planning Based on the information
Bill included in his autobiography. what kinds of information do you think that the teacher directed
the students to include in their autobiographies?

J

25
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2. Assuming Bill's autobiography was completed according to directions, what, if any, additional 0,
. information could the teacher have requested in order to get career planning information'?

k,

3. Identify information contained in Bill's autobiography that confirms, orconflicts with, the information
ihThe cumulative record

4. What new information about Bill is provided by his autobiography?

t

26
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III: Anecdotal Records
1. Rank each teacher's anecdotal record in terms of how well it meets the criteria for keeping an

effective anecdotal record. Justify your responses.
.'.,

Best Record
Teacher'stlame. et Justification

O

Second Best Record
Teacher's Name: Justification:

Third Best Record
Teacher's Name: Justification.

2. Identify information contained in the anecdotal records kept on Bill that confirms, or conflicts with,
the information in the cumulative record and the autobiography.

.
4 .

3. What new information about Bill is provided in'the three anecdotal records? Does the data form a
pattern over all three' records, or is there 'conflicting data given by the three teachers? Which
information is fact and which is opinion?

m
I

t
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4. Based on the information contained in
_
these anecdotal records, summarize each teacher's attitude

toward Bill.

i

IV: Sociogram

1. Identify the students most frequently chosen.

2. Identify the students most frequently chosen "first."

..c.-

* .0

a

3. Identify the students feast frequently chosen.

11

*

r
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4. Discuss the implications of the data on the sociogram.

5. Suggest other situations for which a sociogram might be developed which could result in sig-
nificantly different groupings of the same stUdent's. '

6. What does the so,ciogram tell, you about Bill, and does this confirm or refute other information you
have about him? s

1
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V: Case Study

1. Is the format of the case study adequate to give you a clear picture of Bill and his strengths and
weaknesses? Justify your response.

A

4P

)

2. Is any information included which is personal opinion rather than fact? If so, what information, end
should it have been included?

4

3. The recommendations section has been intentionally left blank. List the recommendations you would
make for Bill teased on the case study.

O
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Activity
The following Cumulative Record was collected for a student, Bill Clinton,
who has completed the first semester of grade 10. Study the record and
analyze its contents and adequacy; using part I of the Reaction Record,
p. 25. "fr

CUMULATIVE RECORD1
-

t
Name CLINTON, William

Address 100 Dorns Avenue

'y

Telephone 484-749

Mothers Name CLINTON, Jenny

Mother's Occupation Homemaker

Male Birthdate February 1
Female 0
Birthplace Richrriond. \(irginia

Expected
Graduation Date June Nationality

Father's Name CLINTON, Thomas

Father's Occupation Machinist

REMARKS

[Home Conditions brothers, sisters; others in household, economic factors, etc

/

[OUtside Interests hobbies, special achievements, etc )

10)

[Health Record immunization record,epecial problems, allergies, etc

[Other character and personality traits, significant events, special needs, etc I

7-

1 Adapted Om materialk contained in a simulation package developed by The Center for Vocational Education, The Glen GaAs Simulation
(Columbus, OH The Center for Vocational Education, The Ohio State University, 1974)

4 1

0
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SECONDARY SCHOOL RECORD

Year 7 h Grade First Semester Second Semester

, .

Absences.
Tardies. -

1st
Semester

2nd
Semester

Subject Grade Subject Grade

Reading Laboratory
American Govt
Wood Shop I
Consumer Math I
Physical Sci I
Typewriting I

.

D
DIt"
B

C
A

Reading Laboratory
American Govt
Wood Shop I
Consumer Math I
Physical Sci I

Typewriting

D
D
A

, B

C
A

1 34..
2 . I \

REMARKS

. .

Year 8th Grade Firtt Semester Second Semester

1st 2nd Subject Grate Subject Grade
Semester Semester English I D 'English I D

Absences 1 1 American Hist I D American Hist I D
Tardies 2 2 , Wood Shop H

Metal Shop I
B
B

Wood Shop H
Metal Sholil

B

B

REMARKS Physical Sci II C Physical Sci II C
Mechanical Dr I B Mechanical Dr)I 4 B

1 .

Year 9th Grade First Semester Second Semester

1st 2nd Subject Grade Subject Grade
Semester Semester English II . D English II D

Absences. 2 1 Sociology D Sociology D

Tardies 0 2 Wood Shop III A Wood Shop II A
. . Metal Shop 11 A Metal Shop H A

REMARKS --r Mechanical Dr II A Mechanical Dr II A
Typewriting II A Typewriting II B

, .
t

Year 10th Grade First Semester Second Semester

1st 2nd Subject Grade Subject Grade
Semester Semester English III A C

Absences 2 American Hist II . C
Tardies 0 Wood Shop IV A

Mechanical Dr III A
. Bookkeeping I B
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CLINTON
. STANDARDIZED TESTS

Grade eecentile Rank Scores k

7

8 .

Art,,,,,
3

.

Ot ,

? 34 '
Music

38
9.S

42
CI
30Kuder

% tile
9

OD
58

Mech
60

Comp
50

Sci
52

Persuasive
47

GATB 10
.G

42
V
56

.N
35 I

S
64

P
68

Ql
35

\ K
90

F
63

M
61

'

PSAT
%tile

10
Eng
38

NU Comp
62

Math
64

Read
30

Sci Tot
54

Sci A
58

S S
28

Spell
62

12

"1.

WORK EXPERIENCE RECORD

Date Age / Year Employer Type of Work Recnarks

.

. .

, .

SCHOOL SPONSORED EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Grade , Activities and Offices Held

7 t

8

. 9 .

40

1.1

12

COUNSELOR REMARKS

Grade
Educational

Plans
Vocational

Plans Remarks ,

7

8

9

10 ,

11

12
.

,

3
34
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The fqllowing Autobiography was written by Bill Clinton. Study it and
analyze its contents and adequacy, using part II of the Reaction Record, pp.,
25-26.

Z----AUTOBIOGRAPHY
My name is Bill Clinton. I am sixteen, 5 feet 10

inches tall and weigh 180 pounds with dark hair
and dark eyes. My hair is just long enough to make
my parents complain.

Most of what I do in my spare time is outdoor
stuff. I'm really into football and baseball. I don't
much like to read, but when I do read it's usually
about football or car engines. I've been in 4-H ever
since I can remember. Most of my projects were in
machine maintenance. My dad depends on me to
take care of the tractors and other stuff like that on
the farm. I also do tune-ups on our truck and the
family car. I guess that's about all I'm interested in.

Like I said, my family has a farm. We raise tq-

I

Activity

bacco. My mom is just a housewife, but she keeps
pretty busy cause theirs five of us kids. Sherry,
George, Bob, Buddy, and me, I'm in the middle./
Sherry's getting married soon. Dad wants me to got
to college. I'd kinda like to teach other kids about
doing maintenance work on farrii machinery so I
guess I want tote a vocational teacher anq I guess
that means College except I'm worried about all
that reading. If I don't do that I could probably get a
job workirig at Murray'sthey sell and service
farm machinery. I hang around there a lot and Mr.
Murray said I could have a job there this summer if I
want. I guess my plans aren't very definite yet, but

. then, it's a long way off.

The following Anecdotal Records were kept on Bill Clinton by three
teachers. Study the records and analyze their contents and adequacy
using part III of the Reaction Record, pp. 27-28.

ANECDOTAL RECORDS
Anecdotal Record 1:

Observer: Mr. Grant [Bill's American history teacher, Mr. Grant, started this anecdotal record on Bill
because Bill seemed to be having problems in the class.]

October 5

October 6

October 7

October 8

October 9

does fine in class unless there's been a reading assignment, as there was last
/ night. He hadn't read the anignment and couldn't contribute at all in class.

Bill had seen a movie on the topic for today and had some good contributions to make
in class. Unfortunately, the movie wasn't completely factual, something he would
have realized had he read,his assignments.

Bill had read part of today's assignment. He's bright and capable, so the only conclu-
sion I can draw is that he's lazy. G.

Bill passed today's quiz, so he must at lea;t be listening in class.

Field trip to local museum. Bill was fascinated with the histoticaLdevelopment of farm
equipment. I think I've got him talked into doing some outsidefeading on it and giving
a report next week, but I won't be surprised if he doesn't come through.
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Anecdotal RecOrd g: \.
Observer: Ms. Lee [Bill's English teacher, Ms. Lee, started this anecdotal record on Bill because Bill
seemed to have a poor attitude toward English and English class.] /
September 18 Bill sat in class, stared dut the window and ,daydrearried.

September 30 Bill didn't turn in hilgrammar homework . again.
o

October 2 Bill refused to read aloud in class.

Octobei:12 . Caught Bill reading a :bar magazine in class.

October 25 Bill turned in a book report on Great Expectations that showed every indication that
he had not read the book.

Anecdotal Record 3:
4

Observer: Mr. Sherman [Bill's machine shop teacher, Mr Sherman, started to keep an anecdotal record
at the request of.the guidance counselor. The counselor had had a meeting with Ms: Lee and Mr. Grant

' about Bill and wanted documentation of Bill's work in other classes.]

October 19

October 20

October 21

Today the students were to hand in a brief description of the project they wish to
undertake. Bill stayed after class to show me some very thorough plans he had
already. made for his project, and to get my okay.,

Since Bill's plans are akady well - formulated, he spent the class period helping
others to draw up their plans.

Today, while the other students were still working on their plans, Bill helped me draw
up a tentative list of materials we will need to order.

October 22 Bill worked on his project for the entire class period.

October 23 Bill spent most of the period working on his project, and spent the last fifteen minutes
straightening up the shop. One student whotiad run into a snag on his project asked
for, and got, Bill's help.
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The following Sociogram was prepared for a class in which Bill Clinton is
enrolled. Included with the diagram are the directions that were given to
the:students, and the initial tabulation of the sociometric ratings (student
responses). Study these sample materials and analyze the sociogram data,
using part IV of the Reaction Record, pp. 28-29.

SOCIOGRAM
I: Instructions Given to the American History Class by Mr. Grant

Since our field trip to the state capitol is only a few days away, we had better begin to finalize plans. You
will recall that we decided that several committees need to be appointed for the tasks of meeting and
interviewing the five state officials who have agreed to talk with us, and for reporting back to the class I
am going to ask th0 you place your name at the top of a sheet of paper and then writebelow your name

% the names of three-people, in order of preference, with whom you would like to serve on one of the
committees. Five committees will be needed and, after they have been selected, members of each
committee will need to choose a chairperson to serve as spokesperson and reporter

II: Initial Tabulation of Sociometric Ratings
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III: SociograIn'
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The following Case Study was prepared for Bill Clinton by the school
counselor on the basis of (1) the data you have reviewed in this learning
experience, and (2) several additional conferences with Bill and with his
parents. Review the data already compiled on this student (prior activities
in this learning experience), examine the study, and analyze the study and
make recommendations for Bill Clinton, using part V of the Reaction
Record, p. 30.

CASE STUDY
Bill Clinton is a second semester sophomore

who has expressed a need f0Thelp in his educa-
tional planning and related vocational decision-
making.

Bill's father works both as a machinist and
farmer and his mother takes care of the home and
family. They live on a farm where the money-
producing crop is tobacco. They live comfortably,
if modestly, and do not appear to have any major
financial problems.

Bill is the middle child among five children, four
boys and one girl. The latter is to be married in the
near future. All of the-children share responsibility
in running the farm since the father has a full-time
job in town. Bill's main responsibility is to take care
of the farm machinery, a job in which he has a
strong interest and definitd competence

Bill enjoys baseball and football and plays
halfback on the varsity football team He has been
active in 4-H since he was 11 years old Most of his

projects have been in machine maintenance

Bill's father would like him to go to college and
Bill feeli somTiTtelest in becoming a vocational
teacher, but worries about the amount of reading
that college courses require.

- Bill's scores on the GATB (General Aptitude Test
Battery) reveal good perceptual-coordination and
dexterity skills. His verbal and general learning
aptitude scores on the GATB are. below average,
indicating a weakness in the language arts area.
These results appear positively related to his inter-
ests, his grades in school subjects, his compe-
tence in working with farm machinery, and his
problems with reading

The Kuder Preference Record places him at the
60th percentile in mechanical interest. In the other
eight interests measured by the Kuder, he ranges
from the 52nd percentile in scientific interest to the
30th percentile in clerical.

In the PSAT (Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude

Test) Bill placed in the 30th percentile and in the
28th percentile in reading and social studies re-
spectively, and in the 38th percentile in English In
all other araat he placed in the average or high
average range. ,

Bill's standardized test .scores are reflected in his
class performance In shop and typing courses, his
grades are mostly A's, his grades in science are C's,
and in courses that rely heavily on reading as-
signments, such as English, history, and sociology,
he is earning primahl+i's.

Anecdotal recordi Utiftlitted by three of Bill's
teachers reveal the following information

Mr. Grant (American history) reports that Bill
listens in class but does not contribute well if the
di cession depends upon a reading assignment.
He feels that Bill is bright and capable, so con-
cludes that his pbor work must be due to laziness

Ms. Lee (English) reports that Bill daydreams in
class, has been lax in turning in homework, has
refused to read aloud in class, has been found
looking at a car magazine during class, and has
handed in a book report "that showed every indi-
cation that he had not read the book

Mr. Sherman (machine shop) reports that Bill
turned in a well-formulated plan for a shop project
and helped other students with their plans, as-
§isted the teacher in identifying materials to be
ordered for the projects, worked steadily and
competently on his project, and gave a helping
hand to another student He also voluntarily spent
part of one class period in straightening up the
shop.

A sociogram plotted by one of Bill's teachers
reveals that Bill's status among his classmates is
average; he is neither a "star" nor an "isolate.', It
should be noted that student selections were for
thepurpose of assembling committees related to a
field trip to the state capitol.

Recommendations:
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Compare your completeOwritten responses on the Reaction Recori with
the Model Reactions given below Your responses need not exactly dupli-
cate the model responses however, you should have covered the same
major points

MODEL REACTIONS
I: Cumulative Record ,

1. Some identifying information (name, address,
phone, birthdafe, parents' names and occupa-
tions, etc.) is provided. Standardized test re-
sults for the 9th-10th grades are also given
Bill's Kuder scores indicate high interest in
mechanical and outdoor activities His lowest
scoffs on the Kuder were in the areas of clen-
cal, literature, and art

Bill's scores on the GATB indicate good
perceptual-coordination and dexterity skills
His verbal and general learning aptitude scores
on the GATB are below average, indicating a
weakness in the language arts area (e g , read-
ing, language, English).

The PSAT scores show problem in English
(38), reading (30), and social studies (28) Bill's
grades for grades seventthrough ten aree:high
(A's and B's) in wood skiop, metal shop,
mechanical drawing, typing, bbokkeeptng, and
math. His grades in physical science are aver-
age (C's), and his grades in reading, history,
government, English, and sociology are below
average (D's) with the exception of two CS

2. Aside from the identifying alformation, the
scores for three tests administered in the past
two years, auf-thurades, little information is
provided' Tft. form does not provide for
height/weight is(formation Nothing has been
filled in under I:tome...conditions, outside inter-
ests, health record, other remarks, work ex-
perience record, extracurricular activities, or
counselor remarks. Tests which may havebeen
administered prior toQratie nine have notpeen
included.

II. Student Autobiography
1 The teacher's directions probably stated that

students should cover 'the following areas 4
physical characteristics
interests, hobbies, spare time activities
family background and expectations

educational and career plans
concerns related to educational and career
plans
work experience ,

2 The teacher could have asked students to in-
clude information on their in-school activities
and on which classes the students enjay most
or feel they do best in. Knowing students' in-
schpol achievements 'and interests could be
useful in helping them in their career planning

3 Bill's statements about liking to work with car
engines and farm machinery correlates with his
high test scores in mechanical, outdoor ac-
tivities, perceptual-coordination and dexterity
skills and with his high grades in shop:typing, , ,
mechanical drawing, etc. His comment about--
disliking reading correlates with his lowqest
scores and grades in areas that involve reading.
His statement that his dad is a tobacco farmer
does not match the information on the cumula-
tive- record. Either-his dad has two jobs or he
has changed jobs.

4 We now know that Bill is 5' 10", weighs AO
-pounds and has dark hair and eyes. His family
raises tobacco. He has one sister and three
brothers and he is the middle child We know he
likes football and 4-H.. He evidently has some
skill in maintaining cars .be takes care of the'
family car and farm machinery.

a.

He wants to have some career which invOlvei-t'
working with machines. He knows he can get a
summer job at a plac-e-where they sell and ser-,$,
vice farm machinery He thinks he'd like to
-teach kids about farm mach ihe maintenance so
he has considered being a vocational teach-
erwhich would fit in with hisfaer's desire
that he attend college However, Bill feels wor-
ried about all the reading he would be required

to do in college. His plans seem rather vague at
this point, nor does he seem to think that he
needs to plan in the immediate future
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III: Anecdotal Records
1. Best Record: Mr. Sherman. Hi SinIngi are fac-

tual and objective, not personal opinion. The
entries are also clear and cover Bill's daily per-

, formance over a period of a week.

Second Best Record: Ms. Lee. Her individual
entries are concise and fai4factual; however,
she did not record significant daily behavior,
both positive and negative. She .recorded only
isolated negative behavior. For instance, what
did Bill do in class on the 19th of September?
Furthermore, her comments reflect her bias
toward Bill; e.g., "Bill didn't/urn in his grammar
homework ... again." She had recorded no
previous instances in which he failed to hand in
homework.

Third Best Record: Mr. Grant. Mr. Grant's re-
marks are a combination of fact and interpreta-
tion with no effort to separate the two, and his
conclusions are questionable. For example, it
may be fact that Bill didn't read the whole as-
signment, but it is only opinion that he failed to
complete it due to laziness.

2. The three anecdotal records show evidence
that Bill performs well if reading is not involved.
This confirms the test data, past grades, and
Bill's own opinion that reading is a problem for
him. We have further evidence of his interest in

' cars (reading, or looking at, the car magazine),
farm machinery (being fascinated with the farm
equipment display at the museum), and teach-
ing others (assisting other students in shop
class). We also have evidence of his interest and
competence in shop-related courses (his ac-
complishments and cooperativeness in the
machine shop).

3. The new information we have is that in two of
his classes Bill is perceived to be a "pro em"
by his teachers: doesn't read assign nts,
is lazy, can't be relied on to "come throu h,"
daydreams, "refuses" to participate in class,
doesn't pay attention in class, etc. This conflicts
with the glowing report of Bill's participation
and productiveness in the machine shop.

However, although the information about Bill
seems conflicting, it actually presents a picture
of Bill which is quite Consistent with our previ-
ous information: he has trouble.with reading
and English skills. It is only opinion that Bill is
lazy and is "refusing" to cooperate. It is fact that
he is not doing the required reading, but from
what we know, tile, reason is related to his
weakness in the aria of reading and language
arts, not to e-perc9ed attitudinal problem.

4. Mr. SIlarman seems to be quite satisfied with
Bill's iivoi4i itnd a de, but the nature of the

class is not one that points up Bill's reading
problem. Ms. Lee appears to have rather nega-
tive feelings and expectations concerning Bill.
Her choice of words ("refused to read") and her
selection of incidents to record indicate that
she may be expecting, and seeing, only nega-
tive behavior. Furthermore, she sees the prob-
lem as attitudinal; she seems to have no idea
that there might be a reading problem.

Mr. Grant recognizes that Bill "does fine" if
reading is not involved, and he is trying to use
Bin's i nterests to motivate him to read. However,
he is convinced that Bill's failure to complete
reading assignments is due to laziness. He, too,
seems unaware that there might be an actual
problem with Bill's reading ability.

IV: Sociograms
1. Eddie was chosen by five people. Lois, Sue,

Laurie, Dave, Jeff, Mike, and Tom Were each
chosen four times.

2. Laurie was selected "first" three times, and Ed-
die, Lois, and Mike were selected "first" two
times.

3. Jayne was not chosen at all, and Jan was cho-
sen only once (a first choice by Kathy).

4. A sociogram based on this type of committee
selection tends to identify frndships more
than leadership or prestige. The completed
sociogram suggests that this class group of
students is fairly well balanced (few isolates and
cliques, leadership is shared, and sex lines are
crossed). Jayne, who was not chosen by any-
one, may need to be observed further. She
could be an isolate who needs to be drawn into
the group, or she could be everyone's "fou'rth".
choice who fits in well, but just didn't get cho-
sen.

5. Exampte of other situations that could be used
which could result in different grouping pat-
terns are
List, in' order or preference, the three class-
mates you would select:

to help you...with your homework
to be on your volleyball (or other athletic)
team
to help you plan a party
to represent your class on the student
council

6. Bill was nOt chosen "first" by anyone; however,
he was choggn "second" twice and "third"
once. None of his choices was reciprocated.
The three students who chose Bill were all
among the more popular (more frequently cho-
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sen) students These. observations appear to
confirm Mr. Grant's observations to the effect
that, in his class, Bill is an average young man,
neither a leader nor an isolate

V: Case Study
1. The case study format is quite adequate, and

items are presented in logical order. However, it
might have been easier to locate or review par-
ticular items if the different sections had been
labeled.

2. The statements of opinion contained in the
case study all refer to the anecdotal records and
are identified as opinions. For instance, the
counselor says that Mr. Grant "feels" Bill is
brKght, but lazy. This probably-should bd in-
cluded, even though it may be inaccurate, be-
cause part of Bill's problem may be due to the
misconceptions of his teachers

3. Recommendations:
Bill needs to be scheduled for a number of
tests. He should be given an I.Q. test, no
I.Q. test scores are currently available on
his records.

fr. He needs to be given a diagnostic reading
test to verify-that he has a reading problem
and, if so, to pinpoint his areas of weak-
ness.
If a reading problem is jaentifie,d, Bill may
need to be scheduled for remedial help. In
addition, his teachers should be notified of
his reading deficiencies. Knowing the
cause of his problems in their classes

could help these teachers in working with
him. Infaddition, Bill seems (1) to have no
problems in machine shop, (2) to be in-
terested and motivated in that subject, and
(3) to get along well with Mr. Sherman
Therefore, if Mr. Stierman were made
aware of the reading problem, he might be
in an ideal position to get Bill to do some
reading.
Bill needs to meet with teachers and/or
counselors to discuss his educational and
career goals. He has a firm fix on what he's
interested in and what he's weak in, but he
doesn't seem to have a clear idea of what
his interests and skills mean in terms of
future employment For example, he could
satisfy both his desire to work with
machine maintenance and ,his interest in
teaching kids by working at a job involving
machine repair, etc., and working with the
young people in FFA and 4-H who are in
terested in his area.

Being a vocational teacher is not the only
option available which meets his skills and
interests. A counselor could discuss with
Bill the options available to him and
suggest resources where Bill could get
other information. The counselor could
also explain to Bill what his scores on the
Kuder mean.
If Bill decides that he is, in fact, interested
in college, he will need to take the College
Board Exams or ACT exams

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your completed Reaction Record should have covered the same major
points as the model responses If you missed some points or have questions about any additional points
you made, review the data on Bill Clinton, pp 31-38, the material in the information sheet, Student
Data-Collection Sources and Techniques, pp. 6-16, or check with your resource person if necessary.
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Learning Experience III
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TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM
Gather Student Data iloing Formal Data-Collection Techniques (F-1)

4*-

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
An X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading.
If, because of special circumstances, a performance component was not
applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

Date

ResourcePereen

Cumulative Record
,1. The teacher's notes are brsiX and factual

I2. The teachee's interpretation orthe test data is accurate

3. The teacher has clearly ideritified which notes are fact
and which are opinion or interpretation

4. The teacher has identified any information that was lack-
ing in the record

Autobiography
5. The directions for the autobiography are designed to

yield additional insight into fhe problem

6. The type of autobiography (structured, unstructured) as-
signed by the teacher is appropriate for gaihering data

. on the student's problem

7. The teacher's, directions are clear

8. The teacher's directions allow students the opportunity
to ask qUestions

9. The teacher's directions include a diadline for complet-
ing the assignment

10. Th9 student's autobiography shows that the student un-
derstood the directions

Anecdotal Records
11. The entries are short and concise

12. Only significant behavior is reported

13. Both positiye and negative behavior is included

14. The entries are factual and objective ,
15. If interpretation is involved, it is kept separate and is

clearly labeled

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

Cr ko. oo 0 qr
00

C./
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N-1

Soc logram - ,4
. 16. The teacher's directions are,iear :'f, El. Ell Ell Ell

17. The teacher assigned the task within the framework of a
normal situation

1

18. The tabulation of the data accurate Ell
r

19. The saciogram is accurate and readable 1:1,

20. The teacher's interpretations are accurate and thorOtigh

421. The teacher made use of the information for the-reasons r--
given to the class 1,

Case Study .

22. The case study includes all pertinent information from all 0
data gathered

a

23. The major portion of the report is bated on objective
facts . E11 Ell__

'24. Unverified informatiOn is identified as such 1=H

25. The teacher's interpretations re consistent with the data
gathered .. , El Ell

26. The te acher noted data that 'confirmed or conflicted with
other data El C

II27., The recommendations are clear and concise

28. The recommendations are valid based on
gathered

29: the recommendations identified:
a. any additional testing which is needed 1:1

i .

b. any conflicting cfatambicb.tieecilo be studied further
7 .1/4 ,r

c. specific courses of action which could be taken to
help the student with his/her problem

30. The recommendations are complete (no key recom-
mendations are overlooked)

Overall
31. All evidence indicates that the teacher handled the data

Elprofes'sionally and confidentially

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses. If any item
receites a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meat to determine
what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competenCy in the weak
area(s).
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ABOUT USING THE CENTER'S PBT(E
_MODULES

Organization
Each module is designed to help you gain competency
in a particular skill area considered important to teach-
ing success. A module is made up of a series of learning
experiences, some providing background information,
some providing practice experiences, and others com-
bining thes two functions. Completing-these experi-
ences should enable you to achieve the terminalobjec-
tive in the f nallearning experience The final experience
in each Module- always requires you to demonstrate the
skill in an actual school situation when you are an intern,
a student teacher, orian inservice teacher.

Procedures,
Moclules attztvisigned-to allow you to individualize your
teacher edudatiop program. You need to take only those
modules covering skills which you do not already pos-
sess.-Similarly, you need not complete any learning ex-
perience within a module if you, already have the skill
needed to complete it. Therefore, before taking any
module, you should carefully review (1) the Introduction,
(2) the Objectives listed on p. 4, (3) the Overviews pre-
ceding each learning experience, and (4) the Final Ex:

, ,perience. After comparing your present needs and com-
petencies with the information you have read in these
sections, you should be ready to make one of the4olpw-
ing decisions:

a,

P

that youdgenot have the competencies indicated,
ffcreN3Uldfttimplete the entire module

5/that you are1ompetent in one or more of the en-
. 1,,/ abling objective's leading to the final learning ex-

perience, and thus can omit that (those) learning/ experience(s)
,

''fliat `yqu are alreao' competent in, this area, and
*ready to complete the final learning experience in

"test out t. N,..4 .-

:t module is inappropriate- tO your needs at
- this e ' ,.-.

,

When yoi are ready to take the final learning experience
and have ess to-an actual schobl si boa; makethe
necessa rangements with your rrangements person: If.
you do, o complete the final experience suOcessfully,
meet with yobr resource person and arrange (1,54to re-
peal the experience, or (2) complete (*or view) prevlbc*
sections of the module or other re ted activities
suggested by your resource person befor attegytifig,to
repeat the final experience. 4s.

Options for recycling are also available in of the
learning experiences preceding the final e rice.
Any time you do not meet the minimum lev
mance required to meet an objective, you
source person may meet to select activitie I p A
reach competency This could ,inwolve (1) m leting
parts of the module pieviciuslY skipped; (2).. re eating
activities; (3) reading supplementary resources com-
pleting additional activities Suggested by the r ource.
person; (4) designing your own learning expendice; or
(5) complefing some other a6tivity suggested byyou or
yourresource Person.

i

r

Terminology
Actual School Situation ... refers to a situation in
which you are actually working with, and responsible
for, secondary or.post- secondary vocational students in
a real school. An intern, pa student teacher, or an in-
service teacher would be functioning in an actual school
situation. If you do not have access to an actual school
situation when you are taking the module, you can com-
plete.the module up to the finallearning experience. You,
would then do the final learning experience later, i.e.,
when you have access,to art actual school situation.
Alternate Activity or Feedback ... refers to_an item or
feedback device which may substitute for 'required
items which, due to special circumstances, you are un-
able to complete.
Occupational Specialty
preparation within a voc
service area Trade and
occupational specialtie

refers to a specific area of
onal service area (e g., the

stria) Education includes
uch as .automobile me-

chanics, welding, and electricity)
Optional Activity or Feedback ... refers to an item
whiches not required, but which is designed to supple-
ment and enrich the required items in a learning experi-
ence. :-
Resource Person ... refers to the person in charge of
your educational program; the professor, instructor,
administrator, supervisor, or cooperating/supervising/
classroom teacher who is guiding you in taking this
module._
Student ... refers to the person who is enrolled and
receiving instruction in a secondary or post-secondary
educationdl institution.
Vocational Service Area . refers to a major vocational
field: agricultural education, business and office educe-
tion, distributive education_ health occupations educe-

home economics education, industrial arts edu-
cation, technical education, or trade and industrial edu-
cation.
You or the Teacher ... refers to the person who is tak-

ghe module

Levels of Performance fOr Final Assessment
N/A .. The criterion was not-met because it was not
applicable,to Vie situation.
None ... NO attempt was made to meet the criterion,
aithotigh it was'relevant.
Poo} . The teacher is unable to perform this skill or
hasonly very limited ability to perform it.

alr ... The teacher is unable to perform this skill in an
acceptable manner, but has some ability to perform it.
Good ... The tdacher is able to .Perform' this skill in an
effective manner.
Excellent ... The teacher is able to perform this skill in a
very effective mdniier.



Titles of The Center's
Performance- Based. Teacher Education Modules

Category A: Program Planning, Development, Evaluation

A-1 Prepare for a ComMunity Survey
A-2 Conduct a Community Survey
A-3 Report the Findings of a Community Survey
A-4 Organize an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-5 Maintain an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-6 Develop Program Goals and Objectives
A-7 Oohduct an Occupational Analysis
A-8 Develop a Course of Study
A-9 Develop Long-Range Program Plans
A-10 Conduct a Student Follow-Up Study
AL11 Evaluate Your Vocational Program

Category 13: Instructional Planning
8-1 Determine Needs and Interests of Students
B-2 Develop Student Performance Objectives
B-3 Develop a Unit of Instruction
B-4 Develop a Lesson Plan
8-5 Select Student Instructional Materials
B-6 Prepare Teacher-Made Instructional Materials

Category C: InstrUctional Execution
C-1 Direct Field Trips
C-2 Conduct Group Discussions, Panel Discussions, and

Symposiums
C-3 Employ Brainstorming, Buzz Group, and Question Box

Techniques
C-4 Direct Students in Instructing Other Students
C-5 Employ Simulation Techniques
C-6 Guide Student Study
C-7 Direct Student Laboratory Experience
C-8 Direct Students in Applying Problem-Solving Techniques
C-9 Employ the. Project Method
C-10 Introduce a Lesson
C-11 Summarize a Lesson
C-12 Etnp loy Oral Questioning Techniques
C-13 Employ Reinforcement Techniques
C-14 Provide Instruction for Slower and More Capable Learners
C-15 Present an Illustrated Talk
C-16 Demonstrate a Manipulative Skill
C-17 Demonstrafe a Concept or Principle
C-18 Individualize Instruction
C-19 Employ the Teem Teaching Approach
0-20 Use Subject Matte; Experts to Present Information
C-21 Prepare Bulletin Boards and Exhibits
C-22 Present Information with Models, Real Objects, and Flannel

Boards
C-23 Present Information with Overhead and Opaque Materials
-24 Present Information with Filmstrips and Slides

C-25 Present Information with Films
C-26 Present Information with Audio Recordings
C-27 Present Information with Televised and Videotaped Materials
C-28 Employ Programmed Instruction
C-29 Present Information with the Chalkborti and Flip Chart

Category D: Instructional Evaluation

D-1 Establish Student Performance Critena
D-2 Assess Student Performance Knowledge
D-3 Assess Student Performance Attitudes
D-4 Assess Student Performance:,Skills
D-5 Determine Student Grades 'e
0-8 Evaluate Your instructional Effectiveness

Category : Instructional Management
oject Instructionk gesource Needs

E-2 anage Your Budgeting and Reporting Responsibilities
E-3 Arrange for Improvement of Your Vocational Facilities
E.4 Maintain a Filing System

E-5 Provide for Student Safety
E-6 Provide for the First Aid Needs of Students
E-7 Assist Students in Developing Self-Discipline
E-8 Organize the Vocational Laboratory
E-9 Manage the Vocational Laboratory

Category Fe Guidance
F-1 Gather Student Data Using Formal Data-Collection Techniqu
F-2 Gather Student Data Through Personal Contacts -4;-'

F-3 Use Conferences to Help Meet Student Needs
F-4 Provide Information on Educational and Career Opportunities'
F-5 Assist Students in Applying for Employment or Further Education

Category G: School-Community Relations
G-1 Develop a School-Community Relations Plan for Your Vocational

Program
G-2 Give Presentations to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-3 Develop Brochures to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-4 Prepare Displays to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-5 Prepare News Releases and Articles Co ncernin g Your Vocational

Program
G-6 Arrange for Television and Radio Presentationsoncerning ir,

Vocational Program
G-7 Conduct an Open House
G-8 Work with Members of the Community

*G-9 Work with State and Local Educators
G-10 Obtain Feedback about Your Vocational Program

Category' Student Vocational Organization '''

H-1 Develop a Personal Philosophy Concerning Student Vocational
Organizations

H-2 Establish a Student Vocational Organization
H-3 Prepare Student Vocational Organization Members for

Leadership Roles
H-4 Assist Student Vocational Organization Members in Developing

and Financing a Yearly Program of Activities
H-5 Supervise Activities of the Student Vocational Organization
H-6 Guide Participation in Student Vocational Organization Contests

Category I: Professional Role and Development
1-1 Keep Up-tp-Date Professionally
1-2 Serve Your Teaching Profession
1-3 Develop an Active Personal Philosophy of Education

.1-4 Serve the School and Community
1-5 Obtain a Suitable Teaching Position
1-6 Provide Laboratory Experiences for Prospective Teachers
1-7 Plan the Student Teachipg Experience
1-8 Supervise Student Teachers

Category J: Coordination of Cooperative Education

J-1 Establish Guidelines for Your Cooperative Vocational Program
J-2 Manage the Attendance, Transfers, and Terminations of Co-Op

Students
J-3 Enroll Student/1p TturCixOp_erogram
J-4 cure Training Stationwfor Your Co-Op Program
J-5 Place Co-Op Students on the Job
4-6 Develop the Training Ability of On-the-Job Instructors
J-7 Coordinate On-the-Job Instruction
J-8 Evaluate Co-Op Students' On-the-Job Performance
J-9 Preparg for Students' Related Instruction
J-10 SupenliSe an Employer-Employee Appreciation Event

RELATED PUBUCATIONS
Student Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher Education'

Materials
tlesource Person Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher,..--

Education Materials
Guide to the implementation of Performance-Based Teacher EducationV

For information regarding availability and prices of these materiels contact

AAVIM'
American Association for Vocatignal,Instructional Materials

120 Engineering Center. Athens. 'Georgia J0602 (404)542 -2586


